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• Most of the interest from the HEP community goes to a couple of 
basic questions: 

• what’s the status of the Higgs search?

• is there any sign of SUSY or other BSM phenomena?

• The LHC is much more than this, and we are only slowly coming to 
appreciate its true potential and the multitude of possible handles 
we have available to optimize its exploitation

• I’ll try to cover complementary aspects of LHC physics

• Highlight the new elements that make physics at the LHC so special

• Several topics, have been/will be reviewed in specific talks at this 
meeting (flavour at LHC, Higgs, BSM, top, EW, etc)

• I’ll focus on SM dynamics, for several reasons:
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and, so far, nothing much else (except tantalizing evidence of a – 
possibly SM – Higgs and CPV in D decays)

• The precision or our predictions for SM dynamics will have a great 
impact on the potential of LHC operations to fully exploit the 
immense statistics of possible BSM phenomena to be uncovered in 
the future

• the value of future initiatives (flavour factories, LCs, etc) must be 
gauged against what we can and cannot extract from LHC data

• While there is no doubt that searching new physics must be the 
primary task of this phase of the analyses, detailed studies of SM 
phenomena lay the foundations on which to build the future phase 
of the LHC adventure
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• MC modeling of SM processes
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• The synergy of all these elements offers an immense potential for 
further improvement. E.g.

• better MC modeling (e.g. of acceptances) allows for more precise 
measurements (e.g. of event rates); better luminosity monitoring turns 
these into more precise cross-sections, so that the TH modeling itself can 
be further improved (e.g. by extracting more precise PDFs), and so on ....

• Let’s not forget that the heritage of LEP is mostly based on its ability to 
perform very precise measurements, and match them to precise 
theoretical calculations
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The basic themes of this presentation will be:

•what are the challenges that precision measurements 
pose to the LHC ?

•how far can we push the LHC as a precision tool ?

•which new territories of exploration, in the context of 
SM dynamics, can the LHC open ?
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• Validation: comparison of predictions against a huge body of 
LHC experimental data 
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p p

Y

Independent of Ebeam , 
test/tune at Tevatron

Evolves ~ log Ebeam , extrapolate 
from Tevatron

f(x) at x~Q/Ebeam , known 
from PDF determinations

all seems to be under control and easily predictable at the LHC
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... on the other hand ...

• the energy reach at the LHC is such that in many instances we are 
exploring kinematical regions never probed before

• cross sections for many processes of interest at the LHC are too 
small at the Tevatron to give significant tests of our dynamical 
understanding

• this is particularly true of 

• final states with many jets, especially if produced in association with 
gauge bosons and/or heavy quarks (such as bottom and top)

• vector-boson fusion configurations

• etc.

• Last but not least:

• the experimental accuracy of LHC measurements sets 
new standards of precision for the theoretical calculations



Example of PDF uncertainties: 
impact on the gg->H cross section G. Watt, http://arXiv.org/pdf/1106.5788
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ABKM JR HERA MSTW

W+/Z ☹ ☹ ☺ ☺
W–/Z ☺ ☺ ☹ ☹
W/Z ☺ ☹ ☹ ☺

W+/W– ☹ ☹ ☺ ☹
y(Z) ☹ ☹ ☹ ☺

y(μ←W) ☺ ☹

Comparisons of various PDF sets to W/Z production data at the LHC

table entries NOT to be taken at face value!
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ABKM JR HERA MSTW

W+/Z ☹ ☹ ☺ ☺
W–/Z ☺ ☺ ☹ ☹
W/Z ☺ ☹ ☹ ☺

W+/W– ☹ ☹ ☺ ☹
y(Z) ☹ ☹ ☹ ☺

y(μ←W) ☺ ☹

Comparisons of various PDF sets to W/Z production data at the LHC

Need global fits of rates and distributions 
to judge which PDF set is best

well, nobody’s 
perfect !

table entries NOT to be taken at face value!
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Lepton charge asymmetry in W production

G. Watt, http://arXiv.org/pdf/1106.5788
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⇒ push the measurement to large pt
⇒ also consider large-pt and large-MET, 
to probe large x values
⇒ fully exploit rapidity coverage
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Use LHC data to better constrain PDFs

... all of the above, and more ....
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The “tools”: recent progress and state of the art

• DY: NNLO predictions available for both total rates and lepton 
differential distributions. Intrinsic TH precision ±1-2% (excl PDF)

• Jets: automatic tools for calculation of NLO rates and distributions 
for multijet final states (δTH~10-20%) : 

• pp → 2,3,4 jets

• pp → W/Z + 1,2,3,4,(5) jets

• associated production of heavy quarks and 1,2 jets

• ....

• Top quark pairs: full NNLO for qqbar→ttbar completed, gg→ttbar 
forthcoming, resummation of NNLL (δTH~3-4%)

• Inclusion of EW corrections (typically effects of O(few %))

• Work in progress towards jet cross-sections at NNLO

Parton-level, fixed order calculations
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The “tools”: recent progress and state of the art

• NLO parton level + shower
• MC@NLO

• POWHEG

• aMC@NLO (automatic generation of NLO partonic cross sections, and 
merging with shower MC)

Full shower MCs, with hadronization and UE

PDF extraction

• NNLO analyses, including quark mass effects

• Consistent frameworks for rigorous handling of experimental and theoretical 
systematics

• Several approaches, allowing for robust cross-checks

• MSTW, CTEQ, NNPDF, HERApdf, JR, ABKM

• Future use of full NLO+shower MCs for analysis of input data

Hadronization, jet structure, underlying event, etc

•New frameworks for shower evolution (Herwig++, Pythia8, Sherpa, Geneva, 
Vincia, KRKMC, ...)

•New phenomenological models for multiparticle interactions

•Global fits of event properties

•....
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Theory calculations for hard hadronic collisions are 

getting mature to be challenged at the few % level
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Examples
• Inclusive jet production

• tests of quark substructure, PDF constraints, ...

• multijet final states

• tests of higher-order calculations, search for new massive objects, ...

• associated production of W/Z+jets

• bg to top studies, BSM searches



Jet cross section
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Rates span 10 orders of magnitude!



Jet cross section: data vs NLO
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Theory: absolute prediction for both shape and normalization

Agreement to within 20% (over 10 orders of magnitude!)
Residual discrepancy consistent with PDF and perturbative NLO uncertainties



Jet cross section: data vs NLO vs NLO+shower
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Theory: absolute prediction for both shape and normalization

Important systematic differences in the NLO vs NLO+shower description
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Central jets Forward jets

Experimental systematics
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What is the ultimate attainable precision in the determination of the jet energy scale?

TH systematics biases the exptl measurement of JES: 
jet flavour composition, structure of the recoil hadronic system, multijet structure of the 
event, ....

Can be reduced with detailed studies of jet structure, and improvement of jet models
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Jet fragmentation function ATLAS, arXiv:1109.5816

plus
- jet shapes
- ptrel spectra
- <Nch> and <z> distributions,
- .... Data are much more precise than theory 

predictions, and can be used to improve them!
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Multijets

Jet ET>60 GeV

Should probe Njet~11-12 by end of 2012 !

Number of Feynman diagrams, at Born level, 
in the quantum mechanical amplitude for:
gg →g1 g2 .... gnj

Njet=8
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W+jets ATLAS, arXiv:1201.1276

Alpgen Sherpa and Pythia σtot normalized to σNNLO(W)
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ATLAS 0.16fb–1: SUSY search in ℓ+jets+MET 

Bg MC tools:
- W/Z+jets: Alpgen+Herwig/
Jimmy(AUE1 tune)
- top (single and pair): MC@NLO
+Herwig
- WW/WZ: Herwig, scaled to σNLO

Signal region:
- ≥3 jets w. ET>25 GeV, |η|<2.8, ET1>60 GeV
- MTW>100 GeV
- MET>125 GeV, MET/Meff>0.25

W+jets MC normalized to 
control region, defined by same 
jet and lepton cuts, but 
- 30<MET<80 GeV
- 40<MTW<80 GeV

⇒ typically this is a far off-shell W



8TeV/7TeV and 14TeV/8TeV 
cross section ratios: the ultimate precision
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MLM and J.Rojo, work in progress

• TH: reduce “scale uncertainties”
• TH: reduce parameters’ systematics: PDF, mtop, 
αS, .... at E1 and E2 are fully correlated

• TH: reduce MC modeling uncertainties
• EXP: reduce syst’s from acceptance, efficiency, 

JES, .... 

E1,2: different beam energies

X,Y: different hard processes

• TH: possible further reduction in scale and PDF syst’s
• EXP: no luminosity uncertainty
• EXP: possible further reduction in acc, eff, JES syst’s (e.g. X,Y=W+,W–)

Following results obtained using best available TH predictions: NLO, NNLO, NNLL 
resummation when available
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8 TeV / 7 TeV: NNPDF results
• δ<10–3 in W± ratios: absolute 

calibration of 7 vs 8 TeV lumi
• δ<10–2 in σ(tt) ratios 
• δscale < δPDF at large pTjet and Mtt: 

constraints on PDFs

• Several examples of 2-2.5σ discrepancies between predictions of different PDF sets

8 TeV / 7 TeV: NNPDF vs MSTW vs ABKM
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14 TeV / 8 TeV: NNPDF results
• δ<10–2 in W± ratios: absolute 

calibration of 14 vs 8 TeV lumi
• δ~10–2 in σ(tt) ratios 
• δscale < δPDF at large pTjet and Mtt: 

constraints on PDFs

• Several examples of 3-4σ discrepancies between predictions of different PDF sets, even 
in the case of W and Z rates

14 TeV / 8 TeV: NNPDF vs MSTW vs ABKM
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Initial state composition of inclusive jet events
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Initial state gg fraction in t-tbar events
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RX

7/8 =
�exp(pp! X; 7 TeV)
�exp(pp! X; 8 TeV)

=
�exp

X

(7)
�exp

X

(8)

�7/8


�BSM

X

�SM
X

�
= 1� �BSM

X (8)/�SM
X (8)

�BSM
X (7)/�SM

X (7)
⇠ 1� LBSM

X (8)/LBSM
X (7)

LSM
X (8)/LSM

X (7)
= �7/8


LBSM

X

LSM
X

�

RX
7/8 ⇠

�SM
X (7)

�SM
X (8)

⇥
⇢

1 +
�BSM

X (7)
�SM

X (7)
�7/8


�BSM

X

�SM
X

��

Xsection ratios as probes of BSM contributions

Assume the final state X receives both SM and BSM contributions:

�exp(pp! X) = �SM (pp! X) + �BSM (pp! X)

Define the ratio:

We easily get:

where:
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Therefore:

theory systematics in 
7→8 TeV extrapolation

�RX
7/8

RX
7/8

=
�RSM

7/8

RSM
7/8

+
�BSM

X (7)
�SM

X (7)
⇥ �7/8


LBSM

X

LSM
X

�

relative BSM 
contamination

Energy dependence of the 
relative BSM contamination

E.g., assuming σSM(pp→X)=σ(gg→X) and σBSM(pp→X)=σ(qq→X) (*) 

�7/8


LBSM

X

LSM
X

�
= �7/8


Lqq̄(M)
Lgg(M)

�

(*) e.g. SM: gg→tt and BSM: qqbar→Z’→tt
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�E1/E2


Lqg(M)
Lgg(M)

�

�E1/E2


Lqq(M)
Lgg(M)

�

�E1/E2


Lqq̄(M)
Lgg(M)

�

Examples of E-dependence of luminosity ratios

Given the sub-% precision of the SM 
ratio predictions, there is sensitivity 
to BSM rate contributions at the 
level of few% (to be improved with better 
PDF constraints, especially for 8/14 ratios)
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Need to explore in more detail the possible implications of precise 
measurements of energy (double-)ratios

σVBF(H) grows with E differently than σgg(gg→H) or σqq(VH): 
is there something to be learned from

RH(8)/RH(14)

for RH = σ(gg→H)/σqq(VH) or σ(gg→H)/σVBF(H) ? 

Study ratios of asymmetries at different energies (lepton charge asym, t vs 
tbar asymm in single-top production, etc)

E.g.

(1)

(2)

Study ratios in different rapidity ranges, or with different kinematical cuts, 
to increase sensitivity to particular x-ranges of PDF, or to particular 
dynamical regimes

(3)
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Finally, where PDF systematics are negligible, and if there is no new 
physics, Xsection (double)ratios provide excellent benchmarks for 
calibration, anaysis validation, etc.

Experimental challenge to match this precision. Requires great 
degree of correlation in the systematics of the analyses at 
different energies (eff’s, bg subtraction, JES, ...)

Coherent efforts to plan the analyses having in mind the needs 
of XS (double)ratios are worth consideration

Powerful diagnostic tool when coming back 
after 2 yrs of shut-down!
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Having established they it can meet, and exceed, the 

nominal performance promised in the TDRs and in the 

theory papers, the LHC programme should enhance its 

ambitions and reassess its ultimate limitations, 

reviewing the new potential of

• reliance on theory modeling

• full exploitation of detectors’ and triggers’ 

capabilities, and of their modeing

• new analysis probes and tools

•  ....

Many analyses of the (S)LHC potential are based on obsolete 
assumptions on the degree of either theoretical or experimental 
precision



Higgs width and BRs
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• ΓSM (mH=125 GeV) ~ 4 MeV

• Γ = Σi Γi , BRi = Γi /Γ

mH(GeV) 124 125 126

B(WW) (%) 22 24 26

B(ZZ) (%) 2.8 3.0 3.3

B(γγ) (‰) 2.3 2.3 2.3

ΓTOT(MeV) 4.0 4.1 4.3

⎬ ΔBR ~ 10% ΔmH/GeV

ΔBR/ΔmH ~ 0

ΔΓ ~ 5% ΔmH / GeV

For a 125 GeV Higgs, a measurement of mH to few x 100MeV 
will be enough to saturate the precision of the SM estimate 
of the Higgs BRs, at the ~5% level. This sets the goal for their 
experimental measurement, until further progress in the 
calculation of Γ(H→bb) is made

(ΔTH BR(WW,ZZ) ~ 5%)
120 125±1 130

bb

WW
gg

ττ

ccZZ

γγ Zγ
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H→γγ/H→ZZ

H→WW/H→ZZ

ttH→γγ/ttH→bb

qqH→WW/ttH→ττ

WH→WWW/H→WWWH→γγ/H→γγ

H γ
γ

H
W+

W-
W

γ
γ+

f

(a)

(a) Indirect. Extracts HWW from H→γγ:

No estimate of precision for direct H→WW/H→ZZ 

(b) Need to reassess tt+H→bb

(b) (c)

(c) Assumed to be TH-systematics limited (in particular, no improvement at SLHC). Review 
systTH, also in view of forthcoming LHC data 

From the 2002 SLHC study (Gianotti, Mangano, Virdee et al, EPJC, hep-ph/0204087)

mH=125 mH=125

Example of projections to be reviewed:
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New analysis probes: charge asymmetries

- So far mostly used in the context of W+ vs W– and PDF constraints

- With larger statistics, should monitor and use possible charge (a)symmetries in pretty 
much every measurement!

Example 1: BSM searches

See also Kom and Stirling, arXiv:1010.2988

- Most BSM processes lead to charge-symmetric final states (e.g. Z’ , TT, gluino-gluino, ...)
- Many others are intrinsically charge-asymmetric. E.g.

q q’ → ~q ~q’ → lept + jets + MET

q g → ~q ~g → lept + jets + MET

W’ → lept + X

etc.

⇒ There could be a value in systematically monitoring and reporting BSM 

searches (e.g. ell+jets+met) in terms of possible charge (a)symmetries
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Example 2: single top production

t-channel graphs, charge asymmetric (t>tbar)

Wt-channel graphs, as well as t-tbar bgs, charge symmetric

Systematics of  Vtb extraction from A(t)=[σ(t)–σ(tbar)] ? 
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There is more at the LHC 
than just high-Q2 physics .....

... and in addition to flavour physics, to be discussed later by Guy 
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LHCf: Very forward energy flow
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Impact on modeling of HECR showers: first assessment
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Large multiplicity final states

ATLAS, http://arxiv.org/pdf/1012.5104v2

Need a detailed characterization of the structure of large-multiplicity final states: 

- are they dominated by 2-jets back to back?
- are they dominated by many soft jets (e.g. multiple semi-hard collisions)
- do they look “fireball”-like (spherically symmetric)?
- does the track-pt spectrum of high-Nch events agree with MCs?
- y-distribution of very soft tracks in high-Nch events?
- .....

Are we staring at something 
fundamental, or is this just 
QCD chemistry and MC-tuning?

S.Alderweireldt, MPI-2011

.... see also the CMS ridge 
effect

Properties of final states in “0-bias” events
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J.F. Grosse-Oetringhaus, MPI-2011

Further insight and puzzles on large-Nch events

ALICE study of transverse sphericity vs Nch     arXiv:1110.2278

Events are generically more spherical, less jetty, than MC.

Most of the discrepancy comes however from hard events, not soft ones

Given the smaller rapidity coverage of ALICE, the multiplicities used in this study, with Nch up 
to ~50, probe final state consistent with those of extreme Nch (>100) measured by ATLAS/CMS 
in a larger rapidity volume
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Open challenge:

To prove that the underlying mechanisms of 

multiparticle production at high energy are understood, 

in addition to being simply properly modeled



CMS, http://arxiv.org/abs/1201.3093ATLAS, http://arxiv.org/abs/1012.5419

Z0

photons

48

Hard probes in Pb-Pb collisions ....

ATLAS, http://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182

Jet quenching

ALICE, http://arxiv.org/abs/1012.1004

RAA

• √SNN = 2.76 TeV => 14 times larger than any previous heavy ion experiment (RHIC)

No quenching of EW probes:

Υ quenching

http://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182
http://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182
http://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182
http://arxiv.org/abs/1011.6182
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Conclusions
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Conclusions
•Higgs or new physics are not jumping at us 

• wherever it is, it’s hiding well, and we’ll suffer to dig it out!

• better be ready with finely honed theory tools!

•LHC measurements moved to a new, and perhaps 
unexpected, phase of quantitative and precision level

• proton structure (cross sections, PDFs)

• final state dynamics

• extreme kinematical configurations

• EW and flavour sector parameters

• In view of this, there is a scope for a fresh reassessment of 
the LHC potential to perform precision measurements and 
to explore new frontiers in the understanding of 
fundamental interactions

• SM dynamics

• study of the properties of the soon-to-be-discovered Higgs

• exploration of BSM phenomena


